December 3, 2013

TO: Joint Sales Tax Study Commission #6
FROM: Mike Stenhouse, CEO
SUBJECT: Prepared Testimony Remarks

Mr. Chairman, Commission members – good to be back with you.

Today, I have two topics to cover. First, some comments on the economic modeling tool issue that was the subject of Paul Dion’s testimony. Second, as requested by Chairman Malik and other commission members, I’d like to review our Center’s new report displaying projections, from alternative sales tax reduction scenarios that we ran through the STAMP model.

Now, with regard to comparing economic modeling tools, I’d like to take a (more) results oriented, practical and empirical angle (vs Mr. Dion’s more technical analysis). If I may paraphrase Joe Henchman from the Tax Foundation in his testimony at the last Commission hearing … no model is 100% accurate, and the differences in the underlying assumptions of the models are vital to understand.

Let me first take a step back and remind you of some of the arguments that our Center – and others who have testified before this Commission - have been making. In summary,

- The status quo is not adequately serving our state, we are not competitive with other states, and the need for bold action as part of a new public policy approach is required if we are to keep pace
- The current spend and tax public policy culture - of government trying to serve the needs of too many at the expense of a growth economy – should be revisited; basically, that our state government is trying to do too much, with too small a tax base.

Our Center always knew that, ultimately, this sales tax debate, would lead to a larger, philosophical public policy discussion: Is our current approach working? If not, what underlying policy approach should our state adhere to instead? Indeed, the sales tax repeal issue before this Commission cannot ultimately be decided without considering the higher philosophy towards public policy.

The two economic modeling tools in question – REMI, used by the state; and STAMP, the model our Center has used in making its projections – as it turns out, represent a very similar philosophical challenge.

While we largely agree with Paul Dion’s testimony about the significant differences between the two models, it is unfortunate that members from the STAMP team are not hear today to refute, what we believe, were a number of mis-characterizations of the STAMP model by Mr. Dion. It is not the purpose of my testimony, nor is it within my skill set, to attempt to provide such rebuttals myself.

First, I’d like to echo thanks to Chairman Malik, the State Department of Revenue staff, the REMI staff, the STAMP staff at the Beacon Hill Institute who hosted us, John Simmons from RIPEC, and our staff for taking the time to look under the hood in attempting to compare these two models.

In the end (as Paul Dion has testified), here’s where we stand today: two models, two widely varying underlying assumptions, and two very different projections … so what’s a Commission member to make of it? One model assumes at its core that “government spending” provides a greater local economic impact than does “private spending”. The other model assumes the exact opposite.

Our Center is not alone in expressing the concerns we will discuss with you today about the REMI tool. In the next day or so, we will post on our website two papers that further discuss these modeling differences:
The first paper, published by the Cato Institute some years ago, discussed what it calls the “Misuse of Regional Economic Models” … like REMI.

The second paper was created just this week by the head of the Beacon Hill Institute, which developed the STAMP model. A PhD economist and professor at Suffolk University, Dr. David Tuerck discusses the appropriateness of modeling state tax policy on “Keynsian” economic theories, theories that government spending is a spur to consumption, as opposed to the “classical” model, which believes that government spending inhibits savings and investment.

This is the core of the debate, when considering these two modeling tools. And, let me say up front that there is no right or wrong answer that applies to all states. Different modeling tools based on differing economic assumptions may produce different projections in different states at different points in time based on differing fundamentals of their highly differentiated state economies.

But there is one critical and important question you should continually ask yourselves as you consider a course of action to recommend: in our state, in Rhode Island, is the status quo working for us? And should a modeling tool that supports the status quo be a factor in your determination of whether or not you will support significant sales tax reform?

The REMI model tends to show an economic benefit if we continue the high tax, high spending formula our state has deployed over the past decade or more. In fact, it would show that increasing government spending would be good for our economy.

Again apply the question: how has that spending formula been working out for Rhode Island lately?

The REMI model would similarly show that cutting government spending via tax cuts would be harmful to the economy. But, this is not what you’ve been hearing from the experts who have previously testified before you.

The STAMP model assumes the opposite: that government spending has the effect of “crowding out” the more vital private consumption … by affecting incentives to work, save, and invest. That lower levels of taxes and spending would, conversely, be good for our state’s economy. Clearly, a different approach.

Ask yourself a variation of the question: does RI’s economy need a tax policy change?

Let me give you a telling example. These differing philosophies and models can simply be explained by a discussion we had during our meeting in Boston a few weeks ago. We were discussing how STAMP showed that a 0.0% sales tax, with associated government spending cuts, would dramatically boost the economy via the benefits we’ve already put forth to this commission … and how REMI, conversely, projected a negative impact because of the reduced levels of government spending. I then asked the REMI representatives what the REMI model would show if, instead of reducing the sales tax by 7% to zero, the RI sales tax were to be raised by 7% to 14%, with all of that extra revenue collected to be spent by the state government. They replied that the REMI model would show a “positive” net impact for the economy.

Let me repeat, the REMI model would predict that doubling the sales tax would be good for Rhode Island. How many of you believe that would be the case? Isn’t this the same approach that has turned our Ocean State into one of the highest taxed, lowest performing states in the country?

Again, the important point is that, in our state, in Rhode Island, the status quo pattern of ever increasing government spending and taxation is not working for us!

You all already know –ad nauseum - about the persistent near last place rankings of our state. About families struggling and leaving town because of oppressive levels of taxation, and a lack of opportunity.
And remember that during the course of these hearings you have heard testimony about economic philosophies, from a national tax expert about the need for our state to become more competitive and to be known for something, about modeling projections that show enormous potential job growth, empirical data about how a zero sales tax state such as NH has won billions of dollars in retail sales from its VT and ME neighbors, research about how RI’s border population is more dense and more wealthy than NH’s (indicating that repeal of the sales tax might have an even greater positive effect in RI), and you heard anecdotal evidence from person after person, student after student, family member after family member, and business owner after business owner, how repeal of the sales tax, and lower tax burdens overall, would be a help to their family finances and business prospects …

… that the status quo is the enemy of their futures.

Yet the REMI model, which in our view is symbolic of the status quo tax and spend approach, suggests we ignore this evidence and trust that more of the same is the answer for our state. I concede that that model and that philosophy may work in some states, but it is up to you – and this Commission - to determine if continuing this status quo philosophy is ever going to work for OUR state.

In fact, even State Tax Administrator, David M. Sullivan, said last week in the ProJo that the recent liquor/wine tax cuts should help to spur sales and boost the state's economy at an important time for retailers. How does this statement square with the opposite findings of the department own REMI tool?

The STAMP model, the basis for the projections in our original Zero.Zero report and for the new projections I’ll soon share with you, provides a direct alternative to the status quo. Admittedly, and as Paul Dion has pointed out, the two models employ a dramatically different philosophical approach.

It is the job of this commission to determine if a tax policy change is needed. And, inevitably, this means that you must also endorse a specific economic philosophy. Does Rhode Island need a new approach?

If yes, and you believe the status quo is not acceptable, then we suggest that a modeling tool that places a premium on that new approach should be your guide – the STAMP model that our Center entrusts.

If not, and you believe that our state should continue with its status quo tax and spend policies, then you should continue to be guided by the state’s REMI model.

Allow me to present one other, we think, indisputable argument as to why you may choose to give more credence to the STAMP model: the report card our Center published shows that RI is the #1 state in the country when it comes to “income redistribution”: In other words, the highest level of government spending on certain groups, after collecting taxes from other groups. If government spending is indeed a stimulus to a state’s economy, as REMI assumes, and if RI has been doing this at a higher level than any other state, then it would stand to reason that we should have the nation’s best economy. Right? However, the vast majority of data indicates that the exact opposite is true.

In fact, in our state, in Rhode Island, some of the highest levels of government spending in the nation have led to one of the worst performing state economies in the nation. (Why would this Commission, or the General Assembly, turn away from a pro growth idea like repealing the sales tax, because of projections from a model that not only supports continued government spending, but actually projects that more of this failed medicine is the cure? It simply does not add up, at least in our state.)

To quote the Beacon Hill paper: The view that the path to economic expansion lies in combined spending and tax increases certainly does not fit the facts at the state level.
So let me conclude this portion of my testimony by reiterating that ultimately, this Commission’s recommendation about reforming the sales tax, will in essence, be a recommendation about whether or not you believe more government spending or more private spending is best; and whether or not our state should embark on a new policy path towards its future prosperity.

Next, I’d like to briefly take you through the findings in our new report. I apologize for not having copies for you, however we ran into issues printing color copies, which are needed because of the detailed charts and graphs. A color version of the report can be downloaded from our website, at RIFreedom.org.

I won’t take you through all of the findings, but would like to highlight some major points.

Chairman Malik requested that our Center look at alternative sales tax rate scenarios; Representative Morgan requested we look at a phase-out scenario to 0.0%, and Senator Pearson requested that we try to put our findings into more of a visual, graph & chart format. I hope we have met your expectations.

Before, I get into the projections, it is important that we understand, that any sales tax reduction scenario – that does not bring the rate all the way to 0.0% – does little, if anything, to lessen the compliance costs of this unfunded mandate on retailers, restaurants, and other businesses that have a retail sales permit. Nor can any budget savings be realized through a reduction in the number of government tax auditors.

In theory, a 1% sales tax rate requires just as much government infrastructure and just as many compliance burdens for businesses as the current 7% rate.

As for the projections in our new report, first, please jump ahead to the line and bar graph at the top of page-4, which shows that compared with other tax reforms, such as the corporate tax and the income tax, that the sales tax BY FAR outperforms the rest both in terms of the number of jobs created and the projected cost per job. This is why our Center selected sales tax reform as the first step in a new tax policy approach.

Now back to the graph, on page-2, the relatively straight blue shows the total number of jobs projected for each assumed 1% reduction in the sales tax rate. The graph also shows the “cost per job” – the green line - in terms of budget investment required for each reduction. As you can see, while a 0.0% sales tax rate produces the MOST JOBS, a 3% sales tax rate, provides the most value in that it has the lowest budget cost per job, yet still producing almost 14,000 jobs.

The rainbow colored horizontal bar chart on page-3 shows the positive dynamic revenue effect on various other taxes and fees, when decreasing the sales tax at various increments. Clearly the dynamic effect increases other revenues the more the sales tax is reduced, note the significantly larger red area, representing net budget loss, for sales tax rates below 3%.

The vertical bar chart, also on page-3, shows the anticipated annual revenue increases that municipalities can expect at various sales tax rates. This is a critical benefit that we have not stressed enough, as the expanded and increased number of businesses will lead to significant commercial property tax increases, lessening the burden on all property owners, and making more funds potentially available for education, security service, and infrastructure.

The vertical rainbow colored bar chart at the bottom of page-4 shows the phase-out effect of eliminating the sales tax as compared with doing it in one fell swoop. The job gains will eventually be about the same, but the dynamic revenue increases we discussed earlier will not be as dramatic if the sales tax is phased out over time.

This new data, as we see it, leaves this Commission with two obvious options if it chooses to take significant action:
- Take the boldest path and create the most potential jobs by immediately eliminating the sales tax, all the way to 0.0%, and finding a way to reduce the budget by a sizable amount, the subject of upcoming Commission hearings.
- Or, take a more modest approach, create fewer jobs in the near term, and deal with significantly fewer budget issues by moving directly to a 3% rate.

To help evaluate these two options, let’s take a quick look at the table on page-5, which provides a detailed breakdown of the jobs and dynamic revenue projections.

- First, the top section shows the employment picture:
- The next section down, shows the change in investment, Gross State Product, and population!
- In the middle of the document, of note are the three, yellow shaded horizontal lines. At a 3% sales tax rate, a “static” calculation would mean that the state would LOSE 4/7 of its sales tax revenues or $388 million in receipts. However, once the dynamic effects are considered, you can see that there will be a 20% increase in sales tax receipts, above the static calculated level, to the tune of an additional $79 million because of the increased retail economic activity.
- Lastly, the ‘state personal income tax’ line shows that both a 0.0% and a 3.0% sales tax rate would provide hundreds of millions of dollars in increased income tax receipts, without raising rates … all due to economic growth.

It is indeed this economic growth that is the key to our state’s future prosperity, and which is the only way our state can possibly increase its tax base to the point where we can pay for all the promises we have made, and start to construct a “new economy” in Rhode Island that can help confront the enormous budget shortfalls we are expected to face in the coming years.

Our Center still recommends the 0.0% solution, but of course, it is not up to our Center to make those decisions, either for this Commission, or next year, for the General Assembly.

Again, it boils down to this: Do we continue our current “government revenue centric” policy path of looking at taxpayers and businesses as ATM machines to fund an ever-increasing government appetite for revenue to spend? An approach that has clearly failed Rhode Island by severely hampering our state’s business climate?

Is Rhode Island only about a bunch numbers at the bottom of a spreadsheet? Or is it about real families, who are suffering real adversity, and who need reason to believe that their government, for once, is working for them, to provide enhanced opportunities to improve their quality of life?

Or, do we instead, move towards a “growth and jobs centric” path, with lower tax and spend levels, and seek to create more opportunities for careers and upward mobility for Rhode Islanders, and maybe keep more families and businesses at home in our Ocean State?

This sales tax debate, is the first major test of these questions. And our Center has now presented two options for this Commission to consider, either of which would squarely put our state on that new path.

Thank you,